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About This Game

Into Oblivion is a drinking contest of ridiculous proportion. Each player is dealt five item cards each round and attempts to
make one of many mixed drinks for themselves or their opponents. Some drinks have additional status effects, some will make

you puke instantly, while others just leave a funny taste in your mouth.

Legend has it that this mysterious marvel of engineering known as the Pocket Brewer was invented by Dr. Cyrus Stansfield as a
means of keeping the homeless away from his dental office's parking lot. Some say it was crafted by the government to subdue

the masses of Starkham. Others say some highly motivated drunks cobbled it together when the Noose & Rafter briefly shut
down for the summer. Regardless of how it happened, it has allowed the denizens of the town to easily make dangerous

alcoholic drinks and hold all-too frequently drinking contents.

The game takes place in various seedy locations through the city of Starkham (prominently featured in our previous games)
and against some of it's better known inhabitants. Players can customize their character as well as challenge friends online or via

LAN. Bet on your matches to gain money to buy upgrade, cosmetic skins, and items from the local Shady Merchant.

Now with Easter Event mode! Only active during the Easter holiday season, the game unlocks a new drinking opponent, two
extra achievements, and arena. If you beat H.H. Bunny you keep the unlocks all year round!
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The game has the following features best laid out in list format with snappy phrases like:

 Face off against five different characters in story mode

 Various outfits, hair styles, and accessories

 Soundtrack by Macabre Gandhi and David Totten

 Personal and global statistics on debauchery

 Our favorite half-time mini-game Midnight

 Online or LAN multiplayer

 A leaderboard system of true alcoholics

 52 item cards to mix, match, and drink

 209 mixed drink recipes

 30 temporary buffs to save your hide or sabotage you

 Drink in various locations around Starkham

 Bet against friends and foes to acquire coins

 Upgrade and unlock gear at the Shady Merchant's shop

 36 achievements to obtain

 Halloween, X-Mas, St. Patrick's Day, and Easter Event modes

The game features online and LAN cross-platform multiplayer for Linux and Windows so you can drink your buddies
under the table no matter what operating system they use... as long as it's not a Mac.

Similar to the "Street Loyalty" features of our last game, The Dope Game, there are some small bonuses for players of our
other games. Mostly of the cosmetic variety. Each game played unlocks a different skin set to mix and match with the ones you

have already. If you haven't played any of our previous games, fear not, you'll only have to spend a little coin to get them as
well.
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Title: Into Oblivion
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
CoaguCo Industries
Publisher:
CoaguCo Industries
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD or Intel

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+

Sound Card: Only if you want sound

English
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Olofmeister Number one :DDDDD. All it is, literally, is just replacing Lara and Totec's models with Raziel and Kain's. You
have Raziel using dual pistols and grappling hooks despite having a sword bound perminantly to his arm or the two wings on his
back. There is voice acting, but it sounds like they just took audio tracks from Soul Reaver 1&2 and just repitched it in an audio
program.

And I paid 4$ for something I could have easily done in a mod for Half Life 2 or Fallout 3. Great game , eager to play the next
one Zombie exodus safehaven.. It looked like an interesting puzzle game, time to think, time to find solutions.
First chapter was ok.
Second chapter: you have to click-click-click, time challenge.

Not fun after the first chapter. Not recommended.. Really fun game. I enjoy the style of idle game this is a lot and its not too
often you find one like this that's actually done right. 100% worth the 10 bucks.. This is an experience that gives you a taste of
what alchemy/crafting would be like in virtual reality. The graphics and effects are extremely impressive and everything within
your reach is interactable. This experience rivals Valve's "Secret Shop" and would be one of the demos I would show people
who want to try VR for the first time.. Less than two hours of gameplay and no replay value...not worth it at any price!.
Ridiculously fun to play. Simple to understand and easy to enjoy. Improvements could easily be made to increase re-play value.
Me, I'll play it again either way.. Very cute re-sprite, nice to mix things up from the traditional buildings. Because $2 is a bit
expensive for what you get, I'd only recommend buying it if you have some spare change in your Steam Wallet, and you use
Banana Farms every game (which you should).. Pros :
1 graphic, visual, music, voice acting amazing
2. story line twisted
3. full of emotion

Cons :
1. can be confusing to complete 100%
2. need to replay again and again if you make mistake
3. ending may not be satisfying depend on your principle
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\ud835\udcc5\ud835\udcc7\ud835\udc5c\ud835\udcca\ud835\udcb9\ud835\udcc1\ud835\udcce
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\ud835\udcae\ud835\udcca\ud835\udcc3!. I want to say that one little change could change a lot in gameplay, supply did it. If
you playing Caroline Island, first thing you do - you gather all fleet at one point and try to destroy the enemy, I did the same
here playing USA and see that I am going to loose support points on next turn, it's okay if I succeed but if I loose some ships it'll
be the problem ... this changes how you planing your opretaions .... finally with small fleet and very expensive big ship you
thinking how much you can affort attack or blockade, this is much interesting than just simple struggle.

Also modern ships fights much more intense, even you have only 2 cruisers (not even battleships) but one of them can destroy
2-4 gunboats or frigates, take a lot of damage and with fire and water in hull safely flee the fight.

You should try it! Of course only if you already been playing Ironclads or ready to read manual to understand simple but unique
naval strategy rules.. a old classic that is worth a try ,it comes from days gone by so don't expect any of today's fancy add-ons,
most will buy it for the nostalgia or to experience what games in the old days were like.
This game will offer a couple of hours of fun with a nice trip down memory lane for others.

Wait til it goes on sale and give it a go.. Fun to play w\/ friends and alone, as long as they revive you when needed.
8\/8 gr8 b8 m8. i played while in a call with my friends hoping it would be less scary but it still got me. maybe because im a
♥♥♥♥♥ but it still scared the♥♥♥♥♥♥outa me the only problem i have is that either im about as sharp as a bowling ball or i
some how broke the game but the lady when she jumps at you in the hall is that spose to kill you? theres a invisable wall after
and a window open leading to a sink. i might be really dumb and the anwser is staring me dead in the face but id like to play
some more

. goat explode and fly high. i like licking the toaster. It's a cheap Tower Defense title and I am having some fun (even more so
when I realised I could move the screen by pressing and holding the left mouse button).

Not the deepest of titles, and I have struck a problem (not a gamebreaker) where one of the lanes could not be fully viewed, but
more than enough to keep you occupied.

Unlike Xator99, I have more to worry about than the spelling ability of every Asian (?) developer (my Chinese spelling ability is
non existent) and their tendency for picking "unusual" Western names. Suspect Xator99 might have been getting over a bad
Chinese meal!. Nice Kappa 123. No settings, windowed mode, i did not like the graphics(seemed to me old), could not get into
the mood of the game, pointless walks without some information to guide me somehow.
  It was not a pleasant experience, so i quit trying.
  I do not recommend this game.
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